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2. Myth, Memory, and the Scrolls of the Mongol  

Invasions of Japan

Thomas D. Conlan

A set of two illustrated handscrolls commissioned by the warrior Takezaki Suenaga 
竹崎季長 (1246–ca. 1324), who fought in defense against the two attempted Mongol 
invasions of Japan in 1274 and 1281, provides insight into how picture scrolls were 
viewed and abused. Created sometime between the invasions and Suenaga’s death 
in the 1320s, his scrolls, called as the Scrolls of the Mongol Invasions of Japan 
(Mōko shūrai ekotoba 蒙古襲来絵詞), were known to only a few warrior families 
from northern Kyushu for five centuries before they became widely disseminated 
and appreciated in Japan.1 These scrolls were valued enough not to be discarded, but 
not thought precious enough to merit special care or conservation, and the images 
that survive have been badly damaged, with a number of pages and scenes missing.2 

Some accidents contributed to alterations in the Mongol Scrolls—which 
changed hands several times and were copied repeatedly from the late eighteenth 
century—but others were intentional. Names of characters and images of figures 
and objects were added to scenes, as too were criticisms of artistic inaccuracies. The 
Ōyano大矢野, who owned the scrolls late in the sixteenth century, even scratched 
out Takezaki Suenaga’s name in one scene so as to emphasize the valor of their an-
cestors.3 Other changes emphasize Suenaga’s role in the narrative at the expense of 
his brother-in-law Mii Saburō Sukenaga 三井三郎資長.4 Suenaga’s face has been 
redrawn repeatedly, with his complexion whitened considerably, and his name was 
inserted next to some figures at a much later date.5 Finally, what has been thought to 
be the oldest representation of an exploding shell (teppō 鉄砲) was in fact added to 
the scrolls during the mid-eighteenth century. 
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Early in the eighteenth century, the Mongol Scrolls began to be conceived of 
as a historical source that could supplement written texts. Arai Hakuseki 新井白石 
(1657–1725), a scholar and advisor to shoguns of the Tokugawa warrior govern-
ment or bakufu, described a scene of the Mongol Scrolls in his 1709 history of arms 
and armor, entitled Honchō gunki kō 本朝軍器考 (Thoughts on Japanese Military 
Equipment).6 No visual traces of the scrolls survive from this time, but after Matsu-
daira Sadanobu 松平定信 (ca. 1759–1829), a later shogunal advisor, requested to 
see the scrolls in 1793, the scrolls were copied repeatedly, with the earliest surviv-
ing reproduction dating to 1795.

That viewers started copying scrolls instead of merely viewing them suggests 
a new appreciation for the format of picture scrolls. Initially, copyists carefully re-
produced the Mongol Scrolls in their current guise, but some thoughtful artists tried 
to reconstruct how the scrolls must have originally appeared. Along with this in-
creased reverence for the visual images, attitudes changed and visual images came 
to be perceived as unparalleled sources for understanding the past.

Prior to the eighteenth century, picture scrolls had relatively limited influ-
ence as historical sources because they were expensive to commission, difficult to 
copy, and vulnerable to destruction. The ability to easily copy words, rather than 
images, explains the paucity of early illustrated examples. For example, a fifteenth-
century monk reproduced the complete text of the Scrolls of the Suwa Deity (Suwa 
Daimyōjin ekotoba 諏訪大明神絵詞), no longer extant, but omitted the images, 
noting merely where they had appeared in the narrative.7 In many cases, the scrolls 
depicting historical events, such as the Scrolls of the Hōgen Disturbance (Hōgen 
monogatari ekotoba 保元物語絵詞), have not survived, even though written ac-
counts of the campaign have.8 

Members of the elite—be they courtiers, emperors, or from the fourteenth 
century onward, the Ashikaga shoguns—possessed enough wealth to commission 
scrolls and could borrow and view these images. At times, courtiers and emperors 
consulted handscroll illustrations of annual court rituals (nenjū gyōji 年中行事), 
for these proved far more detailed and informative than primitive sketches of rites 
in court diaries.9 Nevertheless, even among those able to view picture scrolls, few 
considered their images an authentic trace of the past, which explains the ease with 
which images of historical events were altered or retouched. 

That observers altered images as they saw fit reveals that they did not per-
ceive the images as having intrinsic historical value per se. The twelfth-century 
illustrated scroll Tale of the Counselor Ban (Ban Dainagon ekotoba 伴大納言絵

詞)—which depicts an earlier historical incident, the burning of the Ōten 応天 gate 
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of the Imperial Palace in Kyoto in 866—contains images of a courtier with redrawn 
robes, which represent an amalgamation of two unrelated scenes in an attempt to 
hide another significant scene that was otherwise missing.10 Anonymous viewers of 
the scrolls altered the narrative as they saw fit, and felt no need to reconstruct the 
missing scenes; on the contrary, they attempted to obscure them. Likewise, eigh-
teenth-century artists altered the Kibi Grand Minister Visiting the Tang (Kibi Daijin 
nittō emaki 吉備大臣入唐絵巻), which had originally belonged to the collection 
of Retired Emperor Go-Shirakawa 後白河上皇 (1127–1192).11 Takezaki Suenaga’s 
Scrolls of the Mongol Invasions of Japan experienced a similar process of reorder-
ing and redrawing. 

The Creation and Transmission of the Mongol Scrolls
The Scrolls of the Mongol Invasions of Japan provides an invaluable eyewitness 
account of the two attempted Mongol invasions. Takezaki Suenaga, who 
commissioned the scrolls, was a gokenin 御家人 or “houseman” of the Kamakura 
bakufu, a judicial and policing entity located in eastern Japan. We know little about 
him save what can be gleaned from the narrative of the Mongol Scrolls, and a 
few precepts that he penned late in life. Suenaga first fought against the Mongol 
invaders when they landed off the coast of Hakata 博多, in northern Kyushu, in 
1274. Ordered to wait for reinforcements, he decided instead to lead the charge 
against the enemy, and was wounded. Once his name was duly recorded on a list 
of the wounded, Suenaga traveled to Kamakura in search of rewards. For this, he 
received no support from his relatives, and had to sell his horse in order to pay for 
his travel. 

The Kamakura bakufu had not perfected a means of recording battle service. 
While in Kamakura, Suenaga had claimed that he was first in battle, and therefore 
deserving of rewards, but Adachi Yasumori 安達泰盛 (1231–1285)—a ranking of-
ficial, head of the board of appeals—rebutted him: because he had not killed any 
enemy, nor suffered any fatalities among his men, he did not merit any compensa-
tion. Suenaga thereupon threatened to kill himself, and Yasumori relented, giving 
him lands (jitō shiki 地頭職) in Higo 肥後 province and a horse, and then issued a 
law prohibiting others from directly appealing to Kamakura for rewards. 

Suenaga gained wealth and influence with the receipt of his jitō shiki. During 
the second invasion of 1281, Higo warriors who lived near Suenaga’s new lands, 
such as the Yaigome 焼米, accompanied him in battle. Pretending to be a com-
mander, he boarded a boat and used a shin guard as an ersatz helmet; Suenaga man-
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aged to take some enemy heads shortly before a typhoon obliterated the ill-fated 
Mongol expedition. 

Suenaga proved to be skilled at lending money and using his new Kaitō Shrine 
海戸神社 to solidify his control over these lands. Through this financial acumen, 
Suenaga remarkably managed to commission a group of artists to create two copies 
of his scrolls, which he stored in his Kaitō Shrine.12 This shrine was important to 
him, and his final scroll ends with his praise for the deities of the Kaitō Shrine for 
their inspiration in convincing him to travel eastward to Kamakura. 

Suenaga’s scrolls represent an amalgamation of courtly and provincial paint-
ing styles. The identity of the artists who created the Mongol Scrolls continues to 
generate debate.13 Some sections of this work, such as the initial scenes, are of the 
highest quality, while others were drawn with a weaker line.14 In contrast to works 
commissioned by capital nobility, which frequently emphasized portraiture, the art-
ists who created Suenaga’s scrolls possessed varied perspectives: some attempted to 
recreate the appearance of warriors—such as Shōni Kagesuke 少貳景資 (d. 1285), 
a commander of Japanese forces in 1274—as had been typical for many courtly 
inspired works, while others lavished more attention on horses and their gear. 

The Transmission of the Mongol Scrolls
Takezaki Suenaga’s scrolls did not survive unscathed. The descendants of Suenaga 
suffered political eclipse and near destruction in the civil wars of the fourteenth 
century (lasting from 1333 to 1392), and the scrolls were confiscated from the Kaitō 
Shrine by the Nawa 名和 family, who kept them until late in the sixteenth cen-
tury, when Nawa Akinori 名和顕孝 married his daughter to Amakusa no Ōyano 
Tanemoto 天草の大矢野種基.15 Tanemoto belonged to a longstanding Higo family 
whose ancestors are mentioned in the scrolls. Accordingly, Akinori gave the scrolls 
to Tanemoto as part of his daughter’s dowry. Nevertheless, Tanemoto and his son 
died during the 1592 invasion of Korea, and thereupon the Ōyano fell onto hard 
times. Suenaga’s scrolls appear to have deteriorated under the Ōyano’s stewardship. 
According to lore, they were once dropped into the ocean and suffered extensive 
water damage—even the glue that held the pages together dissolved. 

The oldest copies of Suenaga’s scrolls, created late in the eighteenth cen-
tury, reveal how the images and passages were preserved loosely and in no clear 
order.16 Late eighteenth-century inventories also explain how the “sixteen re-
cords” that constitute the passages of this work were stored separately from the 
painted scenes.17 To confuse matters further, the Ōyano possessed two copies of 
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the scrolls.18 Ōyano house precepts prohibited anyone from looking at these im-
ages, or reading the passages, which hindered their dissemination. Although one 
copy of the scrolls was loaned to ranking officials of the Tokugawa bakufu twice 
during the eighteenth century, fragments of the other copy remained stored in  
secret until 1823.19 

Fearing that they might lose their scrolls or cause them to suffer further dam-
age, the impoverished Ōyano entrusted them to Hosokawa Tadatoshi 細川忠利, 
the lord of Kumamoto 熊本 domain (han 藩) and Higo province, in 1825. They 
remained in the Hosokawa archive until 1869, when the government of the Meiji 
明治 era (1868–1912) abolished all domains. The Hosokawa returned the scrolls 
to Ōyano Jurō 大矢野十郎, who presented them to the Meiji emperor in 1890. In 
1989 the scrolls were bestowed upon the nation, and now they are housed in the 
Museum of the Imperial Collections.20

Retouching the Scrolls: Barbaric Figures and Exploding Projectiles
Takezaki Suenaga’s scrolls have achieved great fame because they represent an 
eyewitness account, and are thus an unsurpassed record of the invasions. In addi-
tion, they have been thought to provide the oldest visual representation of a teppō 
鉄砲, or exploding projectile. The veracity of the scrolls was further enhanced in 
2001, when underwater archeologists discovered the hollow metal projectiles al-
luded to in the scrolls. Recent scholarship has shown, however, that some scenes 
of the scrolls have been significantly altered, with images of Mongol warriors and 
exploding teppō drawn in the scrolls. These changes reveal that when confronted 
with a disjunction between written records of the past and the images in the Mongol 
Scrolls, early viewers altered the scrolls so as to better reflect textual sources. 

Toward an Ethnic Imagination of What Constituted “the Mongols”
The Mongol Scrolls carefully depict the tactics, uniforms, and facial features of 
the Mongol invaders. The first scroll, which recounts the invasion of 1274, reveals 
how the Mongol troops were forced to retreat and mass in an encampment behind 
shields, using gongs to coordinate their troops. The Mongols—wearing similarly 
patterned dull brown armor—are primarily on foot. A variety of skin colors and 
facial types suggest that their force was drawn from a diverse population.21 The 
contrast, too, between these troops and some of the men with elaborate coiffure, 
seen on the Mongol ships in the second scroll, is indicative of an attempt to convey 
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appearances as accurately as possible, for exaggerated features and distortions are 
strikingly absent from this work. 

The best known scene in the Mongol Scrolls depicts Takezaki Suenaga being 
thrown from his wounded horse. A projectile explodes above him and three large 
Mongol soldiers stand firmly in front of their already fleeing compatriots (fig. 1). 
The art historian Matsumoto Aya has explained how these three warriors were in 
fact later painted into the scrolls, for they were drawn over the fleeing warriors and 
onto a seam where two disparate scenes had been pasted together.22 The scene thus 
represents an amalgamation of what should be considered two scenes.23 As a result 
of this change, Suenaga appears before his brother-in-law Mii Saburō Sukenaga, 
who in fact should most logically be leading the charge (compare figs. 2 and 3).

The three Mongol warriors located near the exploding projectile differ from 
the other Mongol warriors in that they have leering grimaces, unkempt beards, 
strange winged helmets, short robes, and prominent black boots. Seemingly epito-
mizing the “barbaric” invader, these larger-than-life figures draw attention away 
from their bland and fleeing compatriots. Close inspection of these warriors reveals 
that the brush strokes used to depict them are rough, and the ink of low quality, for 
in contrast to the black ink used to depict Suenaga and his mount, the ink around 
these Mongols is smudged, blackening the surrounding paper.24 Other similarly clad 
Mongols appear in the second scroll as well, with one implausibly standing on the 
rail of a ship in his black boots, and another commander drawn in red robes and 
black boots and twice the size of nearby adjuncts. 

These five figures of Mongols were added to the Mongol Scrolls because the 
images otherwise did not correspond with how the Mongols had come to be re-

Fig. 1. Anonymous, detail of Takezaki Suenaga being thrown from his wounded horse from the Scrolls of the Mongol 
Invasions of Japan, handscroll, ink and colors on paper, Imperial Household Collection.
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membered. Takezaki Suenaga, for example, does not refer to Mongol barbarity in 
his comments; instead he laconically refers to the Mongols as rebels, or foreign 
pirates. Mongol actions do not seem to have been perceived as being beyond the 
pale of acceptable behavior. After the Yuan 元 dynasty (1279–1368) collapsed, a 
perception of Mongol ruthlessness and barbarity became prominent. The Yuanshi
元史 (History of the Yuan Dynasty), compiled by officials of the succeeding Ming 
明 dynasty (1368–1644), provides a vivid account of Mongol cruelty. The Ming, 
insecure in their hold over northern China, emphasized the brutality of the Mongol 
invaders. The Yuanshi account contains a harrowing narrative, with Mongols “ruth-
lessly murdering and slaughtering” captured women and stringing them with wire 
to the sides of their ships.25 

“Official” histories served as the primary source for reconstructing the Mon-
gol invasions, and so their biases profoundly influenced later historical accounts. 
Early histories of the invasions rely almost exclusively upon the Yuanshi. The Ishō 
Nihon den 異稱日本伝 (Treatises on Japan under Different Titles), written in 1537 
and published in fifteen volumes in 1693,26 contains references to the dynastic his-
tories written in China and Korea: the Yuanshi and the Goryeosa 高麗史 (History 
of the Goryeo Period), both of which were compiled approximately a century after 
the invasions. The Gyojū gaigen 馭戍概言 (General Remarks on Mounted Defens-
es)—written in 1778 by the Kokugaku 国学 scholar Motoori Norinaga 本居宣長 
(1730–1801)—likewise refers almost exclusively to the Yuanshi in reconstructing 
the Mongol invasions of Japan.27

This Yuanshi account describes how the Mongols used exploding projectiles 
or teppō and catapults to attack the Japanese.28 The Hachiman gudōkun八幡愚童訓, 
a fourteenth-century Japanese source dedicated to the miraculous activities of the 
Hachiman deity, corroborated the use of teppō, and appears to have been the most 
widely used Japanese source on the invasions.29 Mention of these objects piqued the 
imaginations of those who attempted to reconstruct the invasions in later centuries, 
when teppō had become relatively commonplace. Later erudite readers altered the 
paintings in the scrolls based upon their understanding of the past.

How Teppo Came to Be Added to the Scrolls
Varied sources confirm that Arai Hakuseki borrowed the scrolls early in the 
eighteenth century. He referred to them in a treatise he wrote in 1709, and 
annotations on the 1795 copy of the Mongol Scrolls state that Hakuseki viewed the 
scrolls while writing his manuscript.30 Even though his history of weaponry—the 
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aforementioned Honchō gunki kō—contains the oldest surviving description of the 
scrolls, it has not been analyzed in depth. 

In his history of weapons, Hakuseki confined his description of the Mongol 
Scrolls to an early scene, where Suenaga is about to attack the Mongols in 1274, 
in order to describe a fish-shaped ornament located at the end of a scabbard.31 Sig-
nificantly, he does not mention viewing an image of a teppō in the Mongol Scrolls, 
even though he provided detailed analysis of projectiles elsewhere in his text. He 
writes of objects “which are called teppō, which [first appear] during the reign of 
[Emperor] Kameyama 亀山天皇, during the Bun’ei era (1264–1274), when the 
Mongols attacked. That is the time when this word first appeared.”32 Hakuseki oth-
erwise relied upon the Hachiman gudōkun to recount the history of teppō, adding 
that no such objects survive.33 

This lacuna proves surprising, for Hakuseki relied upon visual sources to 
supplement written accounts,34 and the scene of a shell exploding above a charging 
Takezaki Suenaga would be germane to his work. Thus, it seems most likely that no 
image of an exploding shell existed when Hakuseki perused the scrolls. Inspection 
of the Mongol Scrolls also supports the notion that the teppō did not exist in the 
original, but was added later, for it was drawn with rough brushstrokes, in contrast 
to the skill of the original artwork. Furthermore, the ink used to draw the teppō has 
smudged just as it has around the added Mongol figures.35 Circumstantial and physi-
cal evidence corroborates that the teppō image was added to the scrolls after 1709.36 

The Scrolls in the Eighteenth Century
Whoever added images of teppō had to have been well versed in the Yuanshi and the 
Hachiman gudōkun, so as to know about their existence, and have had the chance 
to alter the Mongol Scrolls after Hakuseki had viewed them. One cannot easily 
know what happened to the Mongol Scrolls from 1709 until 1795, when the oldest 
surviving copy was created. Kawazoe Shōji has shown how a 1728 Higo Province 
Gazetteer records the narrative of Suenaga, describing how he was wounded and 
later mounted enemy ships and “this shows how Suenaga’s brother-in-law Mii 
Saburō Sukenaga also received a great name” from Narase Hisataka 成瀬久敬 
of Higo.37 This account refers to the Mōko shūraiki, a chronicle of the Mongol 
invasions that was probably written by Kiyama Shōtaku 木山紹宅, who can be 
verified as copying works dating between 1578 and 1579.38 That Takezaki Suenaga 
and his brother-in-law, Mii Saburō Sukenaga, receive equal billing suggests that 
the scrolls remained in their original order, whereby Sukenaga, and not Suenaga, 
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led the initial 1274 charge. Leering Mongols and exploding shells could only have 
been added after the scene was rearranged with Suenaga leading the charge, for they 
were drawn over two disparate pages.

Member(s) of the Tsuda 津田 family of northern Kyushu most likely added 
images of exploding teppō and fearsome Mongols while they were compiling their 
Sankō Mōko nyūkōki 参考蒙古入寇記 (A Mongol Invasions Chronicles Refer-
ence), a five-volume compendia of sources pertaining to the invasions published in 
1758.39 The Tsuda were familiar with textual sources that described teppō and bar-
baric Mongols, for one can reconstruct how their work relied upon the Ishō Nihon 
den and the Hachiman gudōkun. Kawazoe Shōji has also shown that the Tsuda had 
access to the Mongol Scrolls in the mid-eighteenth century.40 With their knowledge 
of the sources, they would have had the confidence to alter the scrolls, and at the 
same time, the ink that they had access to was of inferior quality. The added images, 
although drawn in a bold and evocative manner, do not compare in technical skill 
to those of the thirteenth-century artists who originally painted the scrolls. Such a 
fate befell the Kibi Daijin Nitō emaki in the mid-eighteenth century as well, as Na-
gasawa Rosetsu 長沢蘆雪 (1755–1799) added scenes, replete with clumsily drawn 
donkeys with long ears, and reordered the scrolls, thereby confusing the narrative 
considerably.41 Rosetsu’s work caused the reputation of the Kibi Daijin Nitō emaki 
to suffer. By contrast, it is a measure of the Tsuda’s skill that when the scrolls were 
viewed approximately a generation later, none realized that the teppō scene repre-
sented a later accretion.

A pine tree, drawn by the legs of Suenaga’s bucking horse, provides further 
evidence that this scene was altered in the mid-eighteenth century, rather than in 
1793, when Tokugawa officials once again viewed the scrolls. Matsumoto Aya has 
shown that this tree represents another addition to the scene where Suenaga con-
fronts three Mongols and their teppō.42 Whoever altered the Mongol Scrolls did not 
understand the unfolding of the visual narrative, for pine trees only appear in what 
are now known to be the first scenes of the scroll, where Japanese forces mass in 
a woods. Once they launch an attack against the Mongols, however, no trees are 
evident. Thus, the artist who added this tree near Suenaga’s horse assumed that 
he was wounded in a pine forest. The oldest copy of the scroll, dating from 1795, 
contains many errors in reconstructing how the scenes of the scrolls were linked, 
but even at this time, the lone pine tree by Suenaga’s mount appears out of place in 
the battle scene, thereby revealing that a more sophisticated grasp of the narrative 
existed by 1795. 

Matsudaira Sadanobu viewed the Mongol Scrolls in 1793, and although 
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no record survives of this event, two years later, the first copies appeared, and in 
them—and all subsequent versions—images of fearsome bearded Mongols, a pine 
tree by Suenaga’s wounded horse, and an exploding projectile appear, and have 
been thought to constitute part of the original scrolls. In 1797, Takamoto Shi’un 高
本紫溟 and Nagase Saneyuki 長瀬真幸 had two specialists named Miyazaki and 
Kami’e restore the images as part of two scrolls, and it is in this format that they sur-
vive today.43 Since then, the “original” has changed little, except that one scene and 
one textual passage were added upon their discovery some twenty-six years later.44

Even though the scrolls were being copied in the nineteenth century, the tex-
tual passages of the scrolls received wider dissemination when the scholar Hanawa 
Hokinoichi 塙保己一 compiled sources pertaining to the Mongol invasions and 
included the text of the Handscrolls of Takezaki Gorō (Takezaki Gorō ekotoba 竹
崎五郎絵詞) in 1811.45 Hanawa’s version does not mention the word teppō even 
though he does note the nearby captions describing Takezaki Suenaga,46 suggesting 
that the textual passages reflected the state of the scrolls before the teppō images 
had been added. Later in the nineteenth century, however, Hanawa’s compilation 
would descend into relative obscurity, for woodblock prints of the Mongol Scrolls 
would become widely disseminated due largely to the efforts of Fukuda Taka, a 
noted Higo artist who strove to restore the scrolls. 

The Movement to Restore the Scrolls
Over the course of the nineteenth century visual images gained an authority as both 
sources of the past and important artifacts in their own right. Matsudaira Sadanobu, 
the Tokugawa bakufu official who viewed the Mongol Scrolls in 1793, wrote that 
he attempted to view as many scrolls as possible after retiring from office.47 An 
antiquarian impulse underpinned his work, for he used these sources in 1800 to 
publish Shūko jisshu 集古十種 (Ten Types of Collected Antiquities), an encyclope-
dic compilation of images including about two thousand treasures from the past.48 
Sadanobu also strove to complete fragmentary scrolls and had artists reconstruct the 
final two volumes (maki 巻) of the Illustrated Handscrolls of the Origins of the Ishi-
yamadera (Ishiyamadera engi 石山寺縁起) in 1805, with the images based upon 
scenes found in thirteenth- and fourteenth-century emaki, such as The Miracles 
of the Kasuga Deity (Kasuga gongen kenki-e 春日権現験記絵), or The Tales of 
Heiji (Heiji monogatari ekotoba 平治物語絵詞).49 Sadanobu made his restoration 
manifest in the case of the Ishiyamadera engi, for he added a colophon to the text. 
Lacking a coherent understanding of the Mongol Scrolls, Sadanobu did not attempt 
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to reconstruct them, for copies of the Mongol Scrolls reproduced in 1795 reveal 
several clearly fragmentary and yet unaltered scenes.

Although the Mongol Scrolls were altered over the course of the eighteenth 
century, once they were carefully copied in 1795 viewers felt less free to add to the 
images as they saw fit. Indeed, with increased interest in the images of the Mongol 
Scrolls came a sense that the scrolls themselves should be restored. Some copyists, 
aware of certain of the more egregious alterations, omitted them in their own copies. 

Fukuda Taka 福田太華—a painter and disciple of Nagase Saneyuki, one of 
the men who fitted the loose images of Suenaga’s account into two scrolls in 1797—
first attempted to reconstruct rather than merely copy the Mongol Scrolls. It has 
long been believed that Fukuda pasted Suenaga’s original images and texts into two 
scrolls, for an 1832 memorial incorrectly describes how Taka, lamenting the poor 
state of the “original version,” collected the scattered images and pasted them to-
gether as two scrolls.50 Fukuda instead made copies of how he perceived the scrolls 
to have originally appeared. His restoration reveals a new sense of respect for the 
images, and a corresponding desire to publicize the Mongol scenes. Fukuda created 
six copies of the scrolls. One of these reproductions, copied in turn by Takashima 
Chiharu 高島千春 (1777–1859), became widely disseminated, for the daimyo of 
Kii 紀伊 province, Mizuno Tadanaka 水野忠央 (1814–1865), included it in his 
compilation, the Tankaku sōsho 丹鶴叢書 (Tankaku Series).51

The Tankaku version of the scrolls uniquely contains two scenes that do not 
appear in the “original” or any other copies of the scrolls. One depicts two warriors 
carrying the heads of Mongol captives, while the other shows a group of warriors. 
Takashima Chiharu claimed that Fukuda Taka created these scenes, otherwise de-
scribed only in Suenaga’s written narrative, so as to most accurately reconstruct the 
Mongol Scrolls in their original state.52

The textual and visual progression of the Tankaku sōsho narrative unfolds 
more logically and corresponds more closely to the written narrative than does the 
current reconstruction of the original. In the Tankaku version Takezaki Suenaga’s 
brother-in-law, Mii Saburō, is depicted as attacking retreating Mongols after Suena-
ga’s horse had been shot, unlike in the original, which juxtaposes events by showing 
Mii Saburō chasing Mongols, in full flight, before Suenaga was unhorsed. Never-
theless, the Mongols did not begin to flee from the battlefield until after Suenaga’s 
horse had been shot. 

Fukuda correctly restored other scenes as they had originally appeared. For 
example, in the second scroll, two soldiers are depicted as sprinting before a stone 
wall. One of these warriors was transformed in the original into a man standing 
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awkwardly behind his nimble compatriot, but Fukuda portrays both as running. An-
other variation is that a passage of text that is duplicated in the scrolls is absent from 
the Tankaku version.53 In some of his reproductions, Fukuda also omitted a large 
Mongol general drawn out of proportion in the penultimate scene of the scrolls, for 
he perceived this figure to constitute a later addition.54

Fukuda’s reconstructions suggest that he held emaki in reverence. Whereas 
eighteenth-century viewers had no qualms about skillfully inserting images of pro-
jectiles and bearded black-booted barbarians, the nineteenth century witnessed a 
different movement, as copyists attempted to reconstruct how the original scrolls 
had been created, even at times adding scenes and erasing figures believed to have 
been added later. Fukuda Taka did not, however, realize that the projectile and some 
Mongol warriors had been added later, which is why they appear in his copies. 

Picture Scrolls as the Basis for Imaging the Past
With Fukuda Taka’s restorations—and the advent of more sophisticated means 
of transmitting images by woodblock print and, eventually, photography—emaki 
became enshrined as unchanging objects that allowed for a “visualization” of the 
past in popular imagination. The Mongol Scrolls and Takezaki Suenaga achieved 
great fame as the nineteenth century progressed.55 Even in the aftermath of the 
Second World War, the scrolls would remain influential because they contained the 
oldest representation of a teppō. The scene of teppō exploding over the heads of 
three fierce Mongols has been reproduced in textbooks, and on the rare occasions 
when the Mongol Scrolls are displayed on exhibit, this scene is invariably shown, 
for it has become the iconic image of the invasions.

In recent years, archeological discoveries have revealed that the Mongols 
used projectiles. Some, discovered in the early 1990s, were of rounded stone, and 
others, of hollow metal cast, were unearthed in 2001.56 The latter discovery made 
headlines in the major Japanese newspapers, which described how hollow “explod-
ing projectiles” (kayaku buki 火薬武器) or “exploding shells” (kayaku dan 火薬

弾) had been discovered.57 Claims that they were “filled . . . with gunpowder” have 
yet to be confirmed.58 Nevertheless, assumptions regarding these objects are based 
upon their images in the Mongol Scrolls. This becomes explicit in the writings of 
archaeologists Hisa Yōichirō and Katada Masaki, who analyzed the teppō in schol-
arly reports, and frankly explained that they expected these objects “would have 
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gunpowder in them, and were capable of exploding in fragments . . . as was depicted 
in the Mongol Scrolls.”59 

This image has become an authoritative source for reconstructing the Mon-
gol Invasions. Some archaeologists, confusing archaeological and artistic evidence, 
even used the existence of hollow teppō to prove that they must have existed in 
the scrolls.60 The idea that images allow for one to “visualize” the past has led to 
increased interest in these sources, and their subsequent reproduction in textbooks, 
television, and the Internet. 

Perhaps unsurprising, it is the images and scenes added to the Mongol Scrolls 
that resonate with contemporary imaginations of the invasions. Hirsute barbaric 
Mongols in black boots better correspond to contemporary understandings of their 
empire than do images that suggest a polyglot and multi-ethnic force. Picture scrolls 
became valued as historical sources over the course of the eighteenth century as 
viewers gained distance from past sources and no longer felt comfortable about 
editing or shifting them; instead they chose to preserve and reconstruct copies of 
the scrolls. In doing so, they revealed a greater respect for the past and, at the same 
time, increased distance from it as well. 
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